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Residence Inn
Marriott

Elevation (East)

One set required. See sheet 5 for letter specifications. 1/8" = 1'-0"
Residence Inn
Marriott

Off Ramp #1

Elevation (West)

1/8" = 1'-0"

One set of required. See sheet 5 for letter specifications.
Manufacture and install one (1) set of non-illuminated letters.

"Residence Inn" letters
- Fabricated 1" deep aluminum reverse channel
- Painted matte white
- Paint returns on letters
PMS 872c gold satin finish

"Marriott" letters fabricated
- 1" deep aluminum reverse channel
- Painted Matte White
- Painted matte white on letters to match face
PMS 98937 Marriott gold satin finish

Manufacture and install two (2) sets of illuminated channel letters.

LETTER SECTION
Gatehouse Letters

FABRICATED ALUMINUM CHANNEL LETTERS - OUTSIDE RETURNS PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 872c GOLD SATIN FINISH - PAINT INSIDE LETTERS LIGHT ENHANCING WHITE

1" JEWELITE RETAINERS PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 98937 METALLIC GOLD
1" JEWELITE RETAINERS PAINTED TO MATCH PMS 872c METALLIC GOLD

24AT WHITE ACRYLIC PLASTIC FACES W/ 1/16" SURFACE 3M VIO 1113 RED TRANSPARENT VINYL

LETTERS INTERNALLY ILLUMINATED W/ RED LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE MODULES

POWER CABLE THRU FLEXIBLE CONDUIT TO REMOTE POWER SUPPLY MODULES AS REQUIRED

WEEP HOLES IN ALL LOW POINTS
2" X 3/4" X 1 1/4" X 2 ALUM. MOUNTING CUPS

U.L. LABELS REQUIRED
INSTALL IN ACCORDANCE WITH NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODES

MARRIOTT SYMBOL SECTION
NOT TO SCALE (LED ILLUMINATION)
Manufacture and install one (1) double face internally illuminated monument sign.

**PLAN VIEW**

**FACE TO CABINET DETAIL**

- Flat molded retainerless 7328 white acrylic steel plastic face with 1" wide 61° beveled border.
- Vinyl decoration applied to 1st surface per standard colors.
- 3M VJ 4102 burgundy background with perforated 3M 00075 metallic gold border applied over 3630-25 sunflower vinyl. Computer cut out copy to let white face show thru.
- "Keystone" logo perforated 3M on 00075 metallic gold vinyl applied over 3M 3630-25 sunflower vinyl.
- Face set in fabricated aluminum cabinet - aluminum band around "courtyard" face painted PMS 872C gold satin finish - recessed filler painted Matthevs MP 38021 burgundy satin finish.
- "Marriott" section curved aluminum face with routed cut copy - paint background Matthevs MP 0833 red satin finish - backed up with 7328 white 3/8" thick plastic pushed thru letters.
- Internally illuminated with 800 MA hi-output fluorescent lamps (guylight white).
- 04 clear red neon concealed in cove covered by lexan around bottom & sides of "courtyard" section to illuminate "Marriott" face (dotted lines).
- Fabricated curved face aluminum base/cover with Matthevs MP 20140 warm grey gloss finish face and returns (conceal fasteners).

**END VIEW**

**UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL PRIMARY SERVICE**

- Provided to sign by customer's electrician (verify voltage & coordinate with Chandler Signs).

**STEEL SIGN SUPPORT INSIDE BASE SET IN**

- Concrete pier type foundation sizes & depth determined by Engineer & local codes and conditions.

**U.L. LABELS REQUIRED**

- Install in accordance with National Electrical Codes.
ELEVATION - MONUMENT SIGN (RI-35M) 1/2"=1'-0"

Manufacture and install one (1) double face internally illuminated monument sign.

FACE TO CABINET DETAIL

- Flat molded retainerless, 2328 white acrylic steel plastic face w/ 1" wide 61° beveled border around burgundy background (see section)
- Vinyl decoration applied to 1st surface per standard colors:
  - 3M VT 4152 burgundy background w/ perforated 3M 00075 metallic gold border applied over 3630-25 sunflower vinyl - computer cut out copy to let white face show thru
  - "Keystone" logo perforated 3M on 00075 metallic gold vinyl applied over 3M 3630-25 sunflower vinyl

- Face set in fabricated aluminum cabinet - aluminum band around "courtyard" face painted PMS 872c gold satin finish - recessed filler painted Matthews MP 38021 burgundy satin finish

- *Marriott* section curved aluminum face w/ routed out copy - paint background Matthews MP 08937 red satin finish - backed up w/ 7328 white 3/8" thick plastic pushed thru letters

- Internally illuminated w/ 800 MA H-Output fluorescent lamps (daylight white)

- 04 clear red neon concealed in cove covered by lexan around bottom & sides of "courtyard" section to illuminate "Marriott" face (dotted lines)

- Fabricated curved face aluminum base/cover with Matthews MP 20140 warm grey gloss finish face and returns (conceal fasteners)

- Underground electrical primary service provided to sign by customer's electrician (verify voltage & coordinate w/ Chandler Signs)

- Steel sign support inside base set in concrete per type foundation sizes & depth determined by engineering & local codes and conditions

- U.L. Labels Required

  Install in accordance w/ national electrical codes
Elevation (South)

1/8" = 1'-0"

NOTE: SIGN IS BEHIND COLUMN

IMPORTANT NOTE: VERIFY WALL COLOR BEFORE MANUFACTURING LETTERS. IF WALL IS DARK COLOR LETTERS WILL HAVE TO BE PAINTED WHITE.

*Residence Inn* letters
Fabricated 1" deep aluminum reverse channel -
Paint faces Matthews
MP 08937 Marriott red satin finish
Paint returns on letters to match face
MP 08937 Marriott red satin finish

*Marriott* letters fabricated
1" deep aluminum reverse channel - Paint faces Matthews
MP 08937 Marriott red satin finish
Point returns on letters to match face

1/4" Alum. Nut Welded To
Back Of Letter

1/4" Threaded rod mounted
in wall w/silicone

LETTER SECTION
Gatehouse Letters

NOT TO SCALE